Learning Villages (LV) is an E-learning platform for people's online discussions and frequently citing postings of one another. In this paper, we propose a novel method to rank credit authors in the LV system. We first propose a k-EACM graph to describe the article citation structure in the LV system. And then we build a weighted graph model k-UCM graph to reveal the implicit relationship between authors hidden behind the citations among their articles. Furthermore, we design a graph-based ranking algorithm, the Credit Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm, which can be applied to rank nodes in a graph with negative edges. Finally, we perform experimental evaluations by simulations. The results of evaluations illustrate that the proposed method works pretty well on ranking the credibility of users in the LV system.
INTRODUCTION
Learning Villages (LV) is an E-learning platform in which we use a novel method to evaluate the credibility of users in the LV communities. The citation structure of articles in the community can be rich source of information to rank authors performance on the condition that we can build an effective model to describe the relationship among articles and authors. Citation analysis has been widely used for bibliometrics ranking, but the author ranking in the bibliometrics domain is paid relatively little attention. Much research related to citation analysis focuses on publicationbased ranking algorithms [4, 1, 2] . The method proposed in this paper focuses on authors ranking in an E-learning system.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). 
CITATION MODELS DEFINITION
Basic Article Citation Model.
Articles in the LV system form a citation relation set. We use a graph to model the citation relationship. We define a Basic Article Citation Model (BACM) graph as: 
User Citation Model. To describe the implicit citations among authors, we map k-EACM graph to the corresponding User Citation Model namely k-UCM graph.
Definition 4 (Author Citation Link). All the articles in our system form a k-EACM graph, we say the author A has an author citation link to author B if and only if at least one article of author
A has an edge to one article of author B in the k-EACM.
where V is a set of all the users in the system. E is a set of edges between the vertices: E = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V and the corresponding 1 wpq = 1,if article p supports article q;wpq = −1,if article p is against article q. 2 Rpqrepresents one shortest route from node p to node q; {Rpq} represents a set of all the shortest routes existing between p and q; edges(r) represents a set of all edges in a route r (r ∈ Rpq); weg represents the weight value of an edge eg in ACM graph; |{Rpq}| represents the number of elements in the set {Rpq}. 
CREDIT AUTHOR RANKING ALGORITHM
Credit Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm is designed for ranking authors in k-UCM graph. In the CAR algorithm, we associate each user u in the k-UCM graph with a credible attribute weight x <u> and a trouble attribute weight y <u> . The x <u> and y <u> for all every users in K-UCM graph respectively form a vector {x <u> } and a vector {y <u> }. Two operations denoted by α and β are defined as: 4 • The α operation updates the x-weights:
• The β operation updates the y-weights:
To compute the reinforcing equilibrium values for credible attribute weights and trouble attribute weights of each users in k-UCM graph, CAR algorithm does the same iterative process as HITS [3] 7: end for 8: END 9: return (xt, yt).
EXPERIMENT
We conduct experimental evaluations of the proposed method on the data from simulations. Three types of users are defined in the simulation including: G type (good users), B type (bad users) and A type (average users). G type of users have three parameters θGG, θGB and θGA which respectively represents a set of nodes q and (p, q) is an edge in k-EACM graph. 4 E represents a set of all edges in k-UCM graph; (u, v) [1] ∈ E means that edge (u, v) belongs to E and node u has a support citation link to node v; (u, v) Table 2 . In Table 2 , we can find that the proposed method rank good users from G type as top credible users in high percentage, which is consistent with our expectation.
CONCLUSION
Our research in this paper focus on author ranking in the LV system. We propose k-EACM graph and k-UCM graph to describe the citation relations among articles and authors and furthermore design the CAR algorithm which can be applied to rank nodes in a graph with negative edges. By analyzing the data from three simulations, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method works pretty well on ranking the credibility of users in the LV system.
